ON COURSE AVIATION PRODUCTS CHART MARKS

Customize your charts with these highly visible, self-sticking, removable accents, outlines, & notes. Add a compass rose to any airport or airway intersection, VOR information, accent airport or communication information. 20x20mm see through notes accept pencil or pen for your special information. All are easily removable after your flight.

Note (11/package) .................................................. P/N 13-30110 $3.50/ea.
Outlines (17/package) ................................................. P/N 13-30112 $3.50/ea.
Accents (16/package) ................................................ P/N 13-30113 $3.50/ea.

ERASABLE HIGHLIGHTERS

These erasable highlighters allow you to highlight all necessary information. They also allow you to erase any marks you’ve made by mistake! With dual ends, these highlighters will make everything you do in the cockpit easier and more efficient.

Yellow .......................................................... P/N 14-01636 $2.95
Orange .......................................................... P/N 14-01637 $4.40
Pink .............................................................. P/N 14-01638 $4.40
Blue .............................................................. P/N 14-01639 $2.95

MAGNIFYING SCALE

At last, an accurate nautical mile scale with a built in magnifying lens to clearly enlarge the fine print on sectional charts. Made of heavy duty, extra strong, cast acrylic, printed in two colors with easy to read sectional scale graduations (1:500,000). Available in 2 sizes. 100 NM (16") for flight planning, 60 NM (10") for cockpit use. Order both.

60 NM .......................................................... P/N 13-30110 $14.95
100 NM ....................................................... P/N 13-30112 $14.95

5-1/2 INCH ACADEMIC DIVIDER


UNBREAKABLE SUPER PLOTTER

Here’s a special flight planning tool we really like. A colorful little plotter with a rotatable azimuth that makes it much easier to plot a course line. Place the compass rose over your departure destination. Presto, an instant readout of your course! Reads distance in statute miles or nautical miles for both sectional and WAC charts. Made of bullet proof Lexan. Won’t crack, break, or warp in extreme heat or cold.

P/N 13-04373 $18.95

PILOTS FREQUENCY REMINDERS

This little prompter is designed to allow the pilot (especially students) to pre-plan which frequencies will be used during a flight and hang this handy item close at hand in the cockpit. It is ideal when operating in a high density airport area. Helps eliminate cockpit clutter and searching for often used frequencies.

P/N 13-04391 $5.50

FLIGHT ACCESSORIES - PLOTTERS

HOLDUP HOLDING SITUATION INDICATOR

The Holdup is so easy to use that directions are provided on the device only because rust can develop on a pilot’s holding techniques, especially for issued, nonpublished holds. They remind you how to set up intersection holds and station holds, if you forget. (There’s also a built-in way to set up station holds in a single step.) Then, in both cases, you just find your heading to the fix on the compass dial, and read the entry in the zone next to it. At a typical intersection, there are 8 (eight) possible holds that can be assigned. “Hold south of ORWIL intersection on the 340° radial, left turns.” You won’t believe how easy this is with The Holdup until you try it.

P/N 13-03365 .............................................. $15.95

ZULUCARDS

These cover the basics you’ll need if you’re learning to fly. As we all know, in those early days when we learn to fly we’re trying to cram a heck of a lot of data into a relatively small simian skull. It’s not a matter of “if” you forget something but “when”. This set of cards will help you in your time of need. Cross Wind - A colorful and easy to read way to calculate your cross wind component when coming into your destination. En Route info - Commonly used VHF frequencies, the phonetic alphabet and VFR cruising altitudes. Ground - Common airport signage. Emergency - Light Gun signals, transponder codes and Lost Procedures. Vspeeds - Write in the Vspeeds for your particular aircraft. Buy extras and keep one for each plane you fly. Card dimensions: 5” x 8.5”

Zulucards Standard Set of 5 ........................................... P/N 17-00249 $6.70

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Zulucards Present Weather Set ........................................... P/N 17-00248 $6.70
Zulucards IFR Mini-Z Set ................................................. P/N 13-11888 $6.50
Zulucards IFR Set .................................................... P/N 13-11873 $6.70
Zulucards IFR Mini-Z Set ............................................... P/N 13-11890 $5.95
Zulucards Present Weather Mini-Z ........................................ P/N 13-11889 $5.95
Zulucards Bonus Set Mini-Z ............................................... P/N 13-11891 $5.95
Zulucards Departure Climb Rates Mini-Z .............................. P/N 13-11894 $4.35
Zulucards Departure Climb Rates Set ..................................... P/N 13-11895 $4.35

VFR/IFR NAVBOARD & CHARTSAVER

Hold charts between two clear plexiglass surfaces for in-flight reference. Visible from both sides, so you can use two charts. One facing in each direction. Mark plexiglass with grease pencil without defacing chart. Pilot course lines, destinations, checkpoints, headings, vectors, etc., directory on surface. Revisions can be made during flight, easy to erase after flight. Charts stay fresh and reusable many times. Measures 12” x 10”

P/N 8154 .......................................................... $24.85

TOLD CARDS

Told Cards are a great cockpit accessory for pilots flying in VFR and IFR conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Told Cards SE VFR 3x5 Double Sided Cards 25 Pack</td>
<td>13-12011</td>
<td>$12.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Told Cards SE IFR 3x5 Sticky Note Pad 50 Cards</td>
<td>13-12012</td>
<td>$8.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Told Cards ME IFR 2.5x3 Double Sided Cards 25 Pack</td>
<td>13-12013</td>
<td>$8.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Told Cards ME Take off 3x3 Sticky Note Pad 50 Cards</td>
<td>13-12015</td>
<td>$8.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Told Cards IFR Approach 3x3 Sticky Note Pad 50 Cards</td>
<td>13-12016</td>
<td>$8.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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